THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE:
International law prohibits the use of evidence obtained through torture
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All States are bound by an exclusionary rule
The principle that States may not use any information obtained by torture (the “exclusionary
rule”) is expressly stated in Article 12 of the 1975 General Assembly Declaration against
Torture:
Any statement which is established to have been made as a result of torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment may not be invoked as
evidence against the person concerned or against any other person in any
proceedings.

It is also expressly stated in Article 15 of the UN Convention against Torture (UNCAT):
Each State Party shall ensure that any statement which is established to have been
made as a result of torture shall not be invoked as evidence in any proceedings,
except against a person accused of torture as evidence that the statement was made.

The exclusionary rule is an integral part of the general prohibition of torture and other forms
of cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment.1 As a consequence:


The exclusionary rule is specifically included in the treaty obligations of all States
parties to general human rights treaties, such as the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR), even if not expressly mentioned.2



The exclusionary rule also binds states that are not party to the UNCAT, ICCPR or
any other human rights or humanitarian treaty, since the general prohibition of
torture and other ill-treatment is itself a rule of customary international law.3
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Like the other obligations in the general prohibition against torture, the exclusionary
rule is absolute and non-derogable.4

Reasons for the exclusionary rule
In their authoritative text, Burgers and Danelius note that the exclusionary rule is based on
two considerations.5 First, statements made under torture are inherently unreliable; admission
of such information in proceedings, where the proceedings involve consequences for
individuals, may be contrary to principles of “fair hearing”.6 Second, since the use of
information obtained from torture in proceedings is often the reason why torture is applied in
the first place, prohibiting its use removes an incentive to torture. The Committee against
Torture has also expressly applied these rationales in its work.7

The exclusionary rule applies to all proceedings of any kind
While Burgers and Danelius’ comments on the purposes of article 15 of UNCAT refer to
“court” or “judicial” proceedings, nothing in the text of the Declaration or Convention restricts
the meaning of “proceedings” to formal court proceedings. Indeed the use of the phrase “any
proceedings” suggests that a broader range of processes were intended to be covered;
essentially, any formal decision-making by state officials based on any type of information. It
is submitted that the substance of both purposes identified by Burgers and Danelius would
apply equally forcefully to any quasi-judicial, administrative, or informal proceedings, certainly
where those proceedings involve a statutory decision by a senior government official with
consequences for the liberty of individuals within the territory or jurisdiction of the state. For
instance, the UN Committee against Torture has decided that the Exclusionary Rule applies to
extradition proceedings.8

The rule applies to all information extracted by torture by any State, anywhere in the
world
The exclusionary rule applies no matter where in the world the torture was perpetrated and
regardless of the nationality of the perpetrators. Even where the state seeking to rely on the
information had no previous involvement in or connection to the acts of torture or other illtreatment, the exclusionary rule prohibits the state from using the information.9
The rule excludes all information obtained by any form of coercion, not just torture
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States cannot apply the exclusionary rule only to information obtained through a narrowly
defined concept of “torture”, distinguishing other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment: all information obtained through any form of ill-treatment is covered.10
In its recommendations, the Committee against Torture has frequently extended the
exclusionary rule to cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punishment.11 The Human
Rights Committee has also extended the rule to other forms of ill-treatment. In its General
Comment on Art.7, the prohibition on torture and other ill-treatment, the Human Rights
Committee states: “It is important for the discouragement of violations of Art.7 that the law
must prohibit the use of admissibility in judicial proceedings of statements or confessions
obtained through torture or other prohibited treatment. [emphasis added]”12
The UN Body of Principles on Detention also recommend the exclusion of evidence which
was obtained in violation of other principles of detention as well as torture, such as
irregularities during arrest, the failure to inform the detainee of reasons for his arrest or his
rights, failure to promptly bring the detainee before a judicial or other authority, the denial of
legal assistance or contact with the outside world, failure to keep records of the interrogation,
or other methods of interrogation which impair a detainee’s judgment or take advantage of
the situation to compel statements. 13

The State has a positive duty to ensure the evidence was not obtained by torture
In P.E. v. France, a case before the Committee against Torture,14 France argued that nothing
in UNCAT imposed upon it an obligation to ascertain the circumstances in which information
provided by another State was obtained before using the information in its domestic
extradition processes. This implied, in part, that the person alleging that information was
obtained by torture must prove the allegation. The Committee rejected the submissions of
France, holding that States are obliged “to ascertain whether or not statements constituting
part of the evidence of a procedure for which it is competent have been made as a result of
torture.” The Committee considered the issue further in the case of G.K. v. Switzerland, in
which it ruled that the applicant is only required to demonstrate that the allegation of torture is
well-founded. Once this threshold is met, the burden of proof shifts to the State to show
whether or not the evidence was made as a result of torture.15
The Human Rights Committee has also ruled that, pursuant to the ICCPR, the author of a
complaint must not have the burden of proving his confession was made under duress.
Rather, the burden rests with the prosecution.16
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The Special Rapporteur on Torture has also stated that the burden of proof of absence of
coercion should rest with the prosecuting authority where it seeks to use information against a
detainee.17
The logic of such findings is sound. It is an insurmountable obstacle to any victim of torture to
collect the necessary supporting evidence, such as legal files, registers of police custody and
visits, to prove the merits of their case. Such evidence is held by the State party and often
unavailable to the victim.18
Key State actors, such as judges, must act to ensure compliance with the rule. Even without
an allegation of torture, it is incumbent on each judge to make sure the evidence admitted to
the court has not been obtained by unlawful means. Judges should be prepared to ask the
prosecution to prove such evidence was not obtained by torture, or that the confession was
not obtained by other measures of coercion.19 Prosecutors therefore also have an important
role in the exclusion of evidence obtained by ill-treatment. Art.16 of the UN Guidelines on the
Role of Prosecutors states:
When prosecutors come into possession of evidence against suspects that they know or
believe on reasonable grounds was obtained through recourse to unlawful methods, which
constitute a grave violation of the suspect's human rights, especially involving torture or
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or other abuses of human rights,
they shall refuse to use such evidence against anyone other than those who used such
methods, or inform the Court accordingly, and shall take all necessary steps to ensure that
20
those responsible for using such methods are brought to justice.

Though it is clear that evidence should be excluded where torture has left a visible or
recognizable mark on a victim, the Committee against Torture has repeatedly stated that
“such marks should not be a prerequisite for ruling the evidence obtained under torture was
invalid.”21
Where torture or ill-treatment is alleged or suspected, the UNCAT describes the duty of
States parties to investigate the truth. In Ktiti v. Morocco, the Committee found that as the
State party had not investigated the allegation, and had relied on information allegedly
obtained through torture, it had violated Art.15 of the Convention.22
Where there is such an investigation, and prior to any hearing to assess whether such
evidence should be admitted, the victim should be provided with access to legal assistance
and independent doctors, to allow him or her to collect the evidence necessary to
substantiate the claim.
The prohibition should be expressly stated in domestic legislation
The Committee against Torture has indicated on a number of occasions that laws governing
processes subject to article 15 should expressly provide for the exclusion of evidence
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obtained by torture: where exclusion is simply a rule developed through case law this may not
provide a secure enough guarantee to satisfy the requirements of article 15.23 Provisions that
permit a judicial authority to assess evidence “in accordance with his innermost conviction” or
allowing “the free weighing of evidence” have also been found to be inadequate.24

Supplementary measures to effectively exclude information obtained by torture
In order to effectively meet the obligation to exclude evidence obtained by torture, the
Committee against Torture has stressed that, in addition to a clear exclusionary rule in
domestic law, supplementary measures may also be taken. States could introduce measures
to:


Prevent the use of confessions as the sole evidence necessary for a guilty verdict.
Such procedures invite force and coercion to extract such a confession.



Exclude all confessions made in the absence of a lawyer, to persons below a certain
rank, or to non-judicial officers.25



Guarantee the right against self-incrimination in law, and ensure the accused is
informed of this right.



Ensure the burden of proving evidence was obtained by torture or not rests with the
State. This burden should be clearly stated in law.



Agree a clear procedure to test a confession for signs of torture. The State might
discharge the burden by maintaining detailed detention records, providing an
independent medical exam at the beginning and end of custody, and by recording all
interrogations. These records should be critically examined by a judge.
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